Abstract. An analysis has been made of Pc 1 band micropulsations observed in the auroral zone during one solar rotation at Flin Flon, Manitoba, August-September 1964. The Pc 1 band micropulsations were subdivided into pearl pulsations (PP), impulsive activity (IMP), and short irregular pulsations (SIP); this paper is concerned primarily with PP. We have ob- time during the daylight hours; (7) PP are distributed throughout the daylight hours on quiet days, whereas they tend to appear only within an hour or two of 1800 LMT on disturbed days. We can interpret these observations in terms of a hydromagnetic wave packet origin for PP with the occurrence of PP dependent on (1) triggering mechanism; (2) amplification mechanism; (3) guiding along field lines; (4) transmission through the ionosphere.
on balloon and riometer observations. These examples seem somewhat anomalous, however, for both were made during sudden commencement (sc) events, which correspond to a minority of pearl occurrences. 
AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF PP EVENTS FOLLOWING THE SC
The average characteristics of pearl activity following the sc magnetic storm of September 6 were examined. The results are shown in Figure  7 . As discussed above, the inverse correlation between the A• index and the occurrence of PP stands out clearly. There also appears to be a general increase in the period and amplitude of PP for several days following the sc for the few PP events that did occur. This increase is followed by a considerable decrease, reaching a minimum on the fifth day, with a slow recovery toward average in the next 5 days.
Since this was the only magnetic storm that occurred during the recording session, it it not known whether or not this is a typical example. tics of the filter passband should be examined. As is shown below, the majority of PP events observed are of low amplitude. The rapid increase in attenuation (7-12 db) exhibited by the filter at periods shorter than 2.0 seconds suggests that a number of PP events in this range may be reduced in amplitude below the constant background of short irregular pulsations. Hence the lack of agreement with the College data may possibly be instrumental for periods shorter than 2 seconds. Itowever, the general trend of the Flin Flon data in the region 2.0-3.0 seconds, in which attenuation is almost constant, does imply a peak at 2.7 seconds. Without detailed knowledge of the College passband, no definite statement can be made about now add two rising tones of very small frequency difference, the effect of the ionosphere on one tone is nearly identical to that on the other, and the resulting ellipses of polarization will be practically identical. Under this circumstance, superposing the two tones will not lead to a reversal in sense of the resultant ellipse as Pope clearly indicates. Correlation with Pc 3, 4 band activity. We have seen that the probability of occurrence of PP is not related to the K, index, but that the time of occurrence of PP and possibly the period of PP depend on the K, index. It is entirely possible that K•, being a mean 3-hourly range index, is too coarse a measure of geomagnetic activity. As an alternative measure we might use Pc 3, 4 band activity (10-to 150-second period). To investigate this possibility we pre- The above correlations may very well be of importance in deducing the mechanism for PP production. Before discussing the significance of these features in relation to source mechanisms, we should like to add one more conclusion, i.e., that the polarization of pearls we have observed cannot be derived from any simple mechanism of the superposition of two rising tones, as Pope observed. Nor can Pope's explanation of his observations be extended to seek consistency with Cornwall's theory of the origin of PP as Interpretations. The most recent suggestions of mechanisms responsible for pearl pulsations are hydromagnetic in nature and very similar to those suggested for ¾LF emissions. An examination of these suggestions shows that there are four major problems to be studied: (1) transmission of PP through the ionosphere; (2) mechanism for guiding hydromagnetic wave packets along field lines; (3) mechanism for amplification of PP in a dissipative medium; and (4) source of magnetic disturbance which triggers the hydromagnetic wave packet.
The most likely explanation of PP seems to be that hydromagnetic radiation given off by recently trapped particles is amplified by a cyclotron instability in the plasma, is then guided along a field line due to the nature of the particular hydromagnetic wave mode, and is attenuated in passing through the ionosphere. At present little is known of the temporal behavior of any of the aspects of this problem. Consequently it is not obvious how the characteristics of PP observed in this experiment are related to the model outlined above. Interpretations of some of the observed facts are suggested in the following paragraphs.
One possible interpretation of the average characteristics of PP following the sc Figure 7 can be based on attenuation. It is assumed after Akasoj'u [1964] that high values of the A• index are caused by the presence of auroral electrojets. In particular it is assumed that particle precipitation during 'stormy' times causes enhanced ionization in the auroral ionosphere. The low probability of occurrence of PP during times of high magnetic activity following the sc is thus attributed to attenuation in the lower ionosphere. The initial increase in period is counted for by the fact that shorter periods are attenuated more than longer periods. The following interval of smaller than average period would then result from enhanced transmission during times of relatively little disturbance.
The initial increase in amplitude is not easily interpreted in terms of attenuation but is probably due to a stronger source mechanism. I-Iowever, the days of lower than average amplitude may be explained by noting the distribution of amplitudes of PP events in The diurnal variation of PP period may pos-sibly be explained in terms of attenuationß For a given electron density the ionosphere is more transparent to longer periods. Increasing the electron density moves the cutoff to shorter periods [Greifinger and Greifinger, 1965] . From this point of view the shortest-period PP activity would be just before sunrise. The observed period should then increase throughout the day to a maximum sometime in the afternoon.
At present there is no adequate experimental justification for the attenuation hypothesis suggested above. In fact, Campbell and Stiltnet [1965] have found no correlation between the occurrence of PP activity and any normally measured ionospheric parameter. Nevertheless, there is still good reason to expect attenuation of PP activity in the ionosphere. Attenuation of Pc i band micropulsations is strongly influenced by neutral particle-positive ion collisions in the E layer. Ionospheric parameters are normally measured at much higher frequencies where the ionosphere may be treated as a lossy electron gas and where ion neutral particle collisions are of little importance. Thus the observational fact reported by Campbell and Stiltner that there is no correlation between PP activity and normally measured ionospheric parameters can perhaps be explained on this basis.
The preceding interpretation in terms of attenuation is only a tentative suggestion. It is almost certain that equal or greater control of PP characteristics arises as the result of the properties of the amplification mechanism. A theoretical analysis of this possibility is now being carried out.
